The Inheritance of Memory
Memories are made every second. Even every single word that I am typing right now is
becoming memories. However, only precious memories can be made into the final edit by our brain.
More importantly, it is an honor to have your memories be remembered by other people and become
part of their memories. Phillis Wheatley was indeed one of the people that made her way into my
memory. When she was little, she was enslaved and forced to arrive in Boston. Nevertheless, she
learned how to read and write and started to express herself through poetry. She had no choice but to
take the risk to sail to London so that she could publish her work. Luckily, her writings have
preserved till today and we even heard Professor Sweeting reading her poems during the walking
tour. The experience of hearing her ideas in the 21st
Century was extraordinary. The ability of writing
allowed her to share her thoughts and memories of
her life with us without the limit of time or death. I
was thoroughly amazed by her courage and her talent
that made me wonder whether my memories could
also survive in someone else’s memories after I leave this world. Like the way I am writing down my
memories of the walking tour, I believe my writing will enable me to capture my flowing thoughts at
the moment into organized sentences and paragraphs that can be preserved. I took this photo of these
two children curiously observing the statue while walking past them because I hope they will also
keep these prominent figures of human history in their memories and create the best memories on
their own when they grow up. One generation after another one, we inherit the old memories and pass
down new ones through writing. Thus the greatness of humanity shall forever reserve.
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